In order to apply nonstandard methods to modern algebraic geometry, as a first step in this paper we study the applications of nonstandard constructions to category theory. It turns out that many categorical properties are well behaved under enlargements.
Introduction
After Abraham Robinson's pioneering work on nonstandard analysis in the 1960s (see [Rob66] ), nonstandard methods have been applied successfully in a wide area of mathematics, especially in stochastics, topology, functional analysis, mathematical physics and mathematical economy.
Nonstandard proofs of classical results are often conceptually more satisfying than the standard proofs; for example, existence of Haar measures on locally compact abelian groups can be proved elegantly by nonstandard methods (see [Par69] , [Gor97] and [Ric76] ).
Robinson himself also proved the usefulness of his methods for classical problems in algebraic geometry and number theory, namely the distribution of rational points on curves over number fields (see [Rob73] and [RR75] ), infinite Galois theory, class field theory of infinite extensions (see [Rob67b] and [Rob69] ) and the theory of Dedekind domains (see [Rob67a] ).
There are plenty of reasons which could make nonstandard mathematics attractive for arithmetic geometry: If * Z is an enlargement of Z, then it contains infinite numbers and in particular infinite prime numbers. If P is such an infinite prime number, then the residue ring * Z/P * Z is a field that behaves in many respects like a finite field, even though it is of characteristic zero and can -for suitable values of P -even contain an algebraic closure of Q.
If * Q denotes the field of fractions of * Z, then all p-adic fields Q p (for standard primes p), as well as the field R and the ring of adeles A Q , are all natural subquotients of * Q (and the obvious analogues remain true if we replace Q with a number field K and * Q with * K). This seems to suggest that working with * Q could lead to new insights into problems concerning local-global principles and adelic questions.
Limits, especially limits of "finite objects", play an important role in arithmetic geometry: Galois groups are limits of finite groups, the algebraic closure of a field k is the limit over finite extensions of k, Galois cohomology is the limit of the cohomology of the finite quotients of the Galois group, l-adic cohomology is the limit ofétale cohomology with coefficients in the finite sheaves Z/l n Z, and so on. This is another aspect that makes nonstandard methods attractive for arithmetic geometry, because those methods often make it possible to replace such a limit with a * finite object which behaves just like a finite object. This is exactly the point of view Robinson takes in his approach to infinite Galois theory which allows him to deduce infinite Galois theory from finite Galois theory. For more motivation for using nonstandard methods in arithmetic algebraic geometry we refer to [Fes03] .
Modern arithmetic geometry makes heavy use of categorical and homological methods, and this unfortunately creates a slight problem with applying nonstandard methods directly: The nonstandard constructions are set-theoretical in nature and in the past have mostly been applied to sets (with structure) like R or Q or topological spaces and not to categories and (homological) functors. But in order to be able to talk about " * varieties over Q" or "étale cohomology with coefficients in * Z/P * Z for an infinite prime P ", it seems necessary to apply the nonstandard construction to categories like the category of varieties over Q or the category ofétale sheaves over a base scheme S.
Exactly for this reason, in this paper, we study "enlargements of categories", i.e. the application of the nonstandard construction to (small) categories and functors, to create the foundations needed to make use of the advantages of nonstandard methods described above in this abstract setup.
As a first application in a second paper, we will enlarge the fibred category ofétale sheaves over schemes and then be able to defineétale cohomology with coefficients in * Z/P * Z for an infinite prime P or with coefficients in * Z/l h * Z for a finite prime l and an infinite natural number h. In the case of smooth and proper varieties over an algebraically closed field, the first choice of coefficients then leads to a new Weil-cohomology whereas the second allows a comparison with classical l-adic cohomology.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In the second chapter, we begin by introducing "Ŝ-small" categories for a superstructureŜ (categories whose morphisms form a set which is an element ofŜ) and functors between these. Given an enlargementŜ → * S, we describe how to "enlarge"Ŝ-small categories and functors between them: We assign an * S-small category * C to everyŜ-small category C and a functor * F : * C → * D to every functor F : C → D ofŜ-small categories. Then we show that most basic properties of given S-small categories and functors between them, like the existence of certain finite limits or colimits, the representability of certain functors or the adjointness of a given pair of functors, carry over to the associated enlargements.
In the third chapter, we study the enlargements of filtered and cofiltered categories and the enlargements of filtered limits and colimits. Using the "saturation principle" of enlargements, we will be able to prove that all such limits in anŜ-small category C are "dominated" (in a sense that will be made precise) by objects in * C. In the fourth chapter, we will studyŜ-small additive and abelian categories (and additive functors between them), and their enlargements (which will be additive respectively abelian again), and we will give an interpretation of the enlargement of a category of R-modules (for a ring R that is an element ofŜ) as a category of internal * R-modules. The fifth chapter is devoted to derived functors betweenŜ-small abelian categories. We will see that taking the enlargement is compatible with taking the i-th derived functor (again in a sense that will be made precise).
In the sixth chapter, we look at triangulated and derivedŜ-small categories and exact functors between them and study their enlargements. The enlargement of a triangulated category will be triangulated again, the enlargement of a derived functor will be exact, and we will prove several compatibilities between the various constructions.
In the seventh chapter, we add yet more structure and studyŜ-small fibred categories andŜ-small additive, abelian and triangulated fibrations and their enlargements. This is important for most applications we have in mind.
Finally, we have added an appendix on basic definitions and properties of superstructures and enlargements for the convenience of the reader.
We would like to thank our referee whose suggestions led to several improvements of this paper.
Enlargements of categories
LetŜ be a superstructure and * :Ŝ → * S an enlargement. Even though a superstructure is not a universe in the sense of [SGA4I] (see A.2), we use the same terminology as in [SGA4I] by simply replacing "universe" by "superstructure" in all definitions. In particular, by an S-small category C, we mean a small category C whose set of morphisms is contained in S, and we want to consider its image * C in * S. In this paragraph, we want to establish basic properties of * C: It is again a category (a * S-small category to be precise), and it will inherit a lot of the properties of C (like having an initial object or final object).
Not surprisingly, the proofs will rely heavily on the transfer principle, and therefore it will be convenient to have short formal descriptions of the concepts involved. In particular, it will turn out to be easier to work with the following definition of anŜ-small category instead of the one given above: 2.1. Definition. LetŜ be a superstructure. AnŜ-small category is a quadruple M, s, t, c with
If C = M, s, t, c is anŜ-small category, we call Mor C := M the set of morphisms of C.
2.2.
Remark. Given anŜ-small category C = M, s, t, c in the sense just defined, we can get anŜ-small category in the usual sense of [SGA4I, I.1.0] as follows:
1. Define the set of objects of C as Ob(C) := s(M ) (note that also Ob(C) = t(M ) because of 2.1.2; note also that because of 2.1.4, elements of s(M ) = t(M ) are units under composition, so objects correspond to their identity morphisms).
For objects
X, Y ∈ Ob(C), define Mor C (X, Y ), the set of morphisms from X to Y , as {f ∈ M |sf = X ∧ tf = y}. 3. For an object X ∈ Ob(C) define id X := X 2.1.2 ∈ Mor C (X, X).
Consider objects X, Y and Z of C and morphisms
If on the other hand we are given anŜ-small category D in the sense of [SGA4I] and if we put
• sf := id X and tf := id Y for f ∈ Mor D (X, Y ) and
then M, s, t, c is anŜ-small category in the sense of 2.1.
Example.
1. Let C be a small category. Then A.3 shows that there is a superstructureŜ such that C is isomorphic to anŜ-small category.
2. LetŜ be a superstructure. There is anŜ-small category C that is equivalent to the category Ens fin of finite sets.
3. LetŜ be a superstructure. If A ∈Ŝ is a ring, then there is anŜ-small category C that is equivalent to Mod fin A , the category of finitely generated A-modules.
As a next step, we want to describe the notion of a covariant functor betweenŜ-small categories that are given in terms of 2.1: 
Definition. LetŜ be a superstructure, and let C = M, s, t, c and D
Proof. The proofs are all simple. As an example we show 4.Let C = M, s, t, c .
2.8. Corollary. Let * :Ŝ → * S an enlargement, and let C and D beŜ-small categories. Then we have: Proof. We have
2.11. Definition. LetŜ be a superstructure. A finiteŜ-small category is anŜ-small category C whose set of morphisms Mor C is a finite set.
For the next proposition, recall from 2.4 that if * :Ŝ → * S is an enlargement and if C and D are * S-small categories, then a functor from C to D is a map between the sets Mor C and Mor D , which are elements of * S, so in particular such a functor is an element of the superstructure * S. Therefore we can ask -as for any element of * S -whether a given functor is an internal element of * S (see A.8). Such functors, that are internal elements of * S, we will call internal functors.
2.12. Proposition. Let * :Ŝ → * S be an enlargement, and let C and D beŜ-small categories.
1.
* 
Proof. Let C = M, s, t, c and D = M , s , t , c . We have the following statement in S:
Transfer of this gives us: 
= {f : Ob(C) → M | f fulfills certain properties concerning C and D}, and transferring this by using 2.7.2 and 2.8.1, we get = {id X |X ∈ N } ∼ = N gives us Ob( * (N -Ens)) ∼ = * N , so the objects of * (N -Ens) are exactly the objects of ( * N -Ens). As for the morphisms, transfer of
gives the desired result. 
If in particular we look at the presheaf h
X := Mor C ( , X) : C • → (M -Ens) ⊆ (N -Ens) for an element X ∈ Ob(C), then * h X = Mor * C ( , * X) =: h * X .
Consider the statement
and by 2.12.
So we get:
which is internally representable by X , which is 3.
4 and 5 follows from 3.
2.17. Corollary. Let * :Ŝ → * S be an enlargement, let I be a finiteŜ-small category, and let C be anŜ-small category. If for all functors G : I → C the projective limit lim
Proof. Follows from 2.12.3 and 2.16.3.
2.18. Corollary. Let * :Ŝ → * S be an enlargement, and let C be anŜ-small category.
Then if C has one of the following properties, then so has * C:
1. C has an initial object.
2. C has a final object.
3. C has a null object.
Arbitrary finite direct sums exist in C.

Arbitrary finite direct products exist in C.
Arbitrary finite fibred sums exist in C.
Arbitrary finite fibred products exist in C.
Difference cokernels of two arbitrary morphisms exist in C.
Difference kernels of two arbitrary morphisms exist in C.
Proposition. Let * :Ŝ → * S be an enlargement, let C and D beŜ-small categories, and let F : C → D and G : D → C be two covariant functors. If F is left adjoint to
Proof. First of all, according to 2.12.1, * F is a functor from * C to * D, and * G is a functor from
Now choose a set N ∈Ŝ that contains the (disjoint) union of the set of morphisms in C and the set of morphisms in D, and consider the following two covariant functors α, β :
Saying that F is left adjoint to G is equivalent to saying that α and β are isomorphic in the category Funct (C • × D, (N -Ens)) which isŜ-small because of 2.5.1, 2 and 3. Because of 2.10, this is equivalent to
). Now we can apply 2.8.3 and 4, 2.12.1, and 2.15 to see that this is a subcategory of Funct (( 
i.e. the fact that * α and * β are isomorphic is equivalent to * F being left adjoint to * G.
Limits and enlargements
So far, so good! -But until now, the only property of enlargements we have used is the transfer principle, and therefore we have not revealed any properties of enlarged categories * C that the original category C has not already had. This will change in the next proposition.
Remember that a category I is called pseudo-cofiltered if the following two conditions are satisfied (compare [SGA4I, I.2.7]):
• For any pair of morphisms ϕ 1 : i 1 → i and ϕ 2 : i 2 → i, there are morphisms
I is called cofiltered if it is pseudo-cofiltered, not empty and connected, where in this case being connected is equivalent to the condition that for any pair of objects i 1 , i 2 ∈ Ob(I), there is a pair of morphisms
• is pseudo-cofiltered, and I is called filtered if I
• is cofiltered.
3.1. Proposition. Let * :Ŝ → * S be an enlargement, and let I be anŜ-small category. 
If I is cofiltered, then there exists an object
Proof. We only give a proof for 1, the proof for 2 follows immediately by looking at the opposite category I
• . Because a filtered category has all cones of finite subdiagramms (comp. [Bor94][Lemma 2.13.2]) we have the following statement:
Let J be a finite subsystem of I. By this we mean a selection of finitely many objects of I and of finitely many morphisms between those objects (note that J in general will not be a subcategory of I). Then there exists an object i J of I and a family of morphisms p J j : i J → j for every object j of I that is in J such that for any morphism j 1 ϕ − → j 2 contained in J , the following triangle of morphisms in I commutes:
Let M ∈Ŝ denote the set of all morphisms in I, and let F denote the set of all finite subsystems of I -we certainly have F ∈Ŝ. For J ∈ F , define a set U J as follows:
Statement (1) shows two things:
• For all J ∈ F , the set U J is not empty (note that for objects i not contained in J , p(i) can be chosen arbitrarily in M , we can for example set p(i) := id i ).
•
According to the saturation principle A.8.4, these imply that the intersection J ∈F * U J is not empty, i.e. we find a pair i −∞ , p , consisting of an object i −∞ ∈ Ob( * I) and an internal map p : Ob( * I) → * M in this intersection. For an object i of I, there certainly is a J ∈ F containing i, and because i −∞ , p is in * U J , we conclude that p( * i) is a morphism from i −∞ to * i and can thus set p i := p( * i).
any morphism in I, we find a J ∈ F that contains i 1 , i 2 and ϕ, and the fact that i −∞ , p is an element of * U J implies that the associated triangle commutes. This concludes the proof of the proposition.
Example. (Construction of algebraic closures)
Let k be a field. To construct an algebraic closure of k, it suffices to construct an extension K of k such that K contains all finite algebraic extensions of k, because then taking the algebraic closure of k in K yields an algebraic closure of k.
To construct such a field K, choose a set of sets U such that for every finite algebraic extension L of k, there is a bijection from the set which underlies L to an element of U .
Consider the category C whose objects are pairs L, s with L an element of U and s a field-structure on L turning L into a finite algebraic extension of k, and whose morphisms are defined as
We then can find a base set S such that C is (isomorphic to) anŜ-small category and such that U is an element ofŜ \ S (compare 2.3.1).
It is easy to see that C is filtered, so that we find an object i ∞ of * C and morphisms
By transfer, i ∞ defines a pair K, s where K is a set (and an element of * U ) and s is a field-structure on K. The existence of the ι L and transfer show that we have kembeddings L → K for all finite algebraic extensions L of k, and we are done.
Note that in order to prove the existence of enlargements (compare A.9), methods similar to the construction of algebraic closures in elementary algebra are used; therefore it is not really surprising that we are able to give a short proof for the existence of algebraic closures as soon as we have the powerful tool of enlargements at our disposal. 
Assume that I is filtered, let i ∞ and {ι i } be as in 3.1.2, and assume that for all morphisms ψ
Proof. We only have to prove 1, because 2 follows from this by looking at I • . If ϕ[i] is true for all i ∈ Ob(I), then by transfer and by 2.8.1,
is true for all i ∈ Ob( * I), so it is in particular true for i := i −∞ ∈ Ob( * I). On the other hand, by assumption, the following statement is true inŜ:
and transfer of this gives us
If we specialize this to j := i −∞ and k := * i for an i ∈ Ob(I) and note that Mor * 
Consider the following partially ordered set I: An element of I is represented by a covering of U , and two coverings define the same element if each is a refinement of the other. The partial order is defined by V ≤ U :⇔ V is a refinement of U.
∈J ×K is obviously a covering of U and a refinement of both U and V, which shows that I, considered as a category, is cofiltered. For a covering U of U , recall the sheaf condition for F with respect to U, which states that the following sequence is exact:
It is easy to see that if V is a refinement of U and if F satisfies the sheaf condition with respect to V, then it also satisfies the sheaf condition with respect to U. This in particular implies that if U and V are coverings of U that define the same element of I, then F satisfies the sheaf condition with respect to U iff it satisfies the sheaf condition with respect to V. It therefore makes sense to say that F satisfies the sheaf condition with respect to an element of I. Now letŜ be a superstructure that contains the small category I, and let ϕ[X] be the following formula inŜ:
≡ X is an element of I, and F satisfies the sheaf condition with respect to X . By proposition 3.1.1, we find an object i −∞ of * I, represented by a "hyper covering" 
Proof. In the situation of 1, let x be an element of lim ← − F , given by a family (x i ) i∈Ob(I) of elements x i ∈ F (i) such that for all morphisms ϕ : i → j in I, the element x i is mapped to x j under F (ϕ). If we consider each x i as a morphism { * } → F (i) in (N -Ens), we consequently can consider x as a map x : Ob(I) → Mor (N -Ens) with the property ∀i ∈ Ob(I) :
Then by transfer, * x is a map from Ob( * I) to Mor * (N -Ens)
i.e. by settingx i := * x(i) ( * ) ∈ * F (i) for all objects i ∈ Ob( * I), we get a compatible system (x i ) i∈Ob( * I) , and we define µ(x) asx i −∞ . To see that the so defined map µ is injective, let y = (y i ) be another element of P with the property µ(x) = µ(y). We have to show that x i = y i for all objects i of I. 
So we see that µ indeed is injective.
In the situation of 2, let x be an element of lim − → F , represented by an element x j of F (j) for an j ∈ Ob(I). Put ν(x) := ι j ( * x j ). To see that this is well defined, it suffices to show that for a morphism ϕ : j → k in I we have ι j ( * x j ) = ι k * (ϕ(x j )) , but this is clear by definition of the {ι i }. So we get a well defined map ν : lim − → F → F (i ∞ ). To show that ν is injective, let y be another element of lim − → F , represented by y k ∈ F (k), with x = y. We have to show ν(x) = ν(y). Look at the formula
Because we assume x = y, we know that ϕ[i] is true for all i ∈ Ob(I). Then by transfer * ϕ[i] must be true for all i ∈ Ob( * I), so that in particular * ϕ[i ∞ ] is true in * S (to see this, we could have also applied 3.3.2). Now
and if we specialize this to ϕ := ι j and ψ := ι k , we see that in particular ν(x) = ν(y) is true, i.e. ν is indeed injective.
Let I be a cofiltered category, let C be any category, and let G : I → C be a covariant functor. Remember that by definition, the projective limit lim
Mor C (X, Gi) on C, and that we say that "the projective limit exists in C" if lim ← − G is representable by an object P of C. Assume for a moment that I has an initial object i 0 . In that case, lim ← − G obviously exists in C, and it is represented by Gi 0 , i.e. we have a commutative diagram of presheaves
Now, in general I will not have an initial object, but we have seen in 3.1.1 that in the category * I, there is an object i −∞ which is "nearly as good as an initial object for I", and we could hope that in the following commuting diagram of presheaves
the morphism lim ← − G →G is an isomorphism. Unfortunately, there are two problems with this: First, for an object X of C, an object i of I and a section ϕ ∈G(X), p i * (ϕ) must be of the form * ϕ i for a suitable ϕ i ∈ Mor C (X, Gi), and there is no reason why this should be the case.
Second, remember that the pair i −∞ , (p i ) i is in general not uniquely determined. For example, for any morphism
Now letG be the presheaf X → Mor * C (X, * Gi −∞ ) , and for an object X of C, let s and t be two distinct sections inG (X). If p is not a monomorphism, it can happen that s and t become equal inG(X), and this shows that p i * in general will not be a monomorphism.
To solve the first problem, we will define a subpresheafG fin ofG whose sections are mapped to something of the right form under p i * . To solve the second problem, we will introduce an equivalence relation ∼ onG fin such that two section ofG that are mapped to the same section under p i * will be equivalent.
Having done that, we will be able to prove lim
3.6. Corollary. Let * :Ŝ → * S be an enlargement, and let G : I → C be a covariant functor ofŜ-small categories.
Assume that I is cofiltered, and let i −∞ and {p i } be as in 3.1.Define the presheaf
for X ∈ Ob(C), and define an equivalence relation ∼ onG fin as follows:
Then we have a canonical monomorphism lim ← − G →G of presheaves on C that induces an isomorphism lim
all X ∈ Ob(C) and all i ∈ Ob(I), thenG fin =G.
The following diagram of presheaves on C commutes:
lim ← − G _ (proj i ) ∼ / /Gfin /∼ _ p i i∈Ob(I) h Gi * / / i∈Ob(I) X → Mor * C ( * X, * Gi) .(3)
Assume that I is filtered, and let i ∞ and {ι i } be as in 3.1.Define the presheafG on C
Then we have a canonical monomorphism lim
For every i ∈ Ob(I), the following diagram of presheaves on C • commutes:
Proof. We only prove 1, because 2 follows from 1 by considering I • and C • . Let X be an object of C. The first claim is equivalent to the statement that for every object X ∈ Ob(C) there is a canonical injection
which is functorial in X. To see this, apply 3.5.1 to N := Mor C and F : I → (N -Ens), i → Mor C (X, Gi) (the functorality is clear by construction). We thus get a monomorphism lim ← − G →G of presheaves on C which we call α.
We have already proved that the image of this monomorphism is contained inG finthis is just (2), so that we get an induced map lim ← − Gᾱ − →G fin /∼, and (2) obviously also shows thatᾱ is injective. Furthermore, it is clear by construction that (3) indeed is a well-defined, commuting diagram of presheaves on C. It remains to be seen thatᾱ is surjective. So let p :
which proves that ϕ := {ϕ i } i∈Ob(I) defines an element of (lim ← − G)(X). By construction we have α X (ϕ) ∼ p, i.e. ϕ is a preimage of p underᾱ. This shows thatᾱ indeed is an isomorphism of presheaves on C.
Finally, let us assume that Mor C (X, G(i)) is finite for all X ∈ Ob(C) and i ∈ Ob(I). Then * induces bijections Mor C (X, G(i)) 3.7. Example.
1. Let C be the category of finite rings (whose elements are contained in the set Z, say), let I be the category of the ordered set N + (ordered by ≥), letŜ be a superstructure that contains I and C asŜ-small categories, let p be a prime number, let G : I → C be the functor n → Z/p n Z, and let * :Ŝ → * S be an enlargement.
Then I is cofiltered, and we can apply 3.6.1 to lim ← − G: I is the category of the ordered set * N, as i −∞ , we can choose any h ∈ * N \ N, the category * C is the category of * finite rings (with internal ring-structure, whose elements are contained in * Z) and internal ring-homomorphisms as morphisms, and * G is the functor that sends h to * Z/p h * Z. The corollary then tells us (because all the sets of morphisms in C are finite) that to give a compatible system of ring-homomorphisms from a finite Ring R into every Z/p n Z is the same as giving a ring-homomorphism (which is automatically internal because R is finite) from R into the * finite ring * Z/p h * Z where two such ring-homomorphisms give the same compatible system if and only if their compositions with all projections * Z/p h * Z Z/p n Z coincide. This is equivalent to the existence of a ring-isomorphism
where I is the (external) ideal generated by {p k |k ∈ * N \ N}.
2. Let C be a small category of abelian groups that contains all Z/nZ for n ∈ N + and Q/Z as objects, let I be the category of the ordered set N + , (now ordered by |), let * :Ŝ → * S be an enlargement whereŜ contains C and I asŜ-small categories, and let G : I → C be the functor that sends n ∈ N + to Z/nZ and a morphism m | n in
Then I is filtered, and we can apply 3.6.2 to lim − → G: The category * I is the category of the ordered set * N + , and if h ∈ * N + \ N is any infinite natural number, then as i ∞ we can take the number (h!). The category * C is a category of abelian groups (with internal group-structure and with internal group homomorphisms as morphisms), and * G is the functor that sends a k ∈ * N + to * Z/k * Z. The corollary then tells us that to give a morphism from lim − → G to an abelian group A in C, we have to give an (internal) group homomorphism ϕ from * Z/h! * Z to * A, such that for all n ∈ N + , the composition ψ :
A is of the form * ϕ n for a ϕ : Z/nZ → A. As this condition is obviously equivalent to the condition that ψ(1) ∈ A, we see that a morphism from lim − → G to A is given by a morphism ϕ : 
Enlargements of additive and abelian categories
Next, we want to have a look atŜ-small categories with more structure, namely at additive and abelian categories. We start by giving a formal definition:
4.1. Definition. LetŜ be a superstructure. 
An additiveŜ-small category is a pair A, P , consisting of anŜ-small category A = M, s, t, c and a set P ⊆ M × M × M , subject to the following conditions: (a) For all objects A, B of A, the intersection Mor
An additiveŜ-small category A, P is called abelian if it is abelian in the usual sense, i.e. if all morphisms in A have a kernel and a cokernel and if for each morphism f , the canonical map coim(f ) → im(f ) is an isomorphism.
4.2. Remark.
1. For a superstructureŜ, an additiveŜ-small category is just an additive category in the usual sense whose underlying category isŜ-small.
Let
A be a small, additive category. Then there is a base set S and anŜ-small additive category which is isomorphic to A (compare 2.3.1). 
If ϕ[X, Y, Z, f, g] is the formula
, and the analogous statement is true for "cokernel", "image" or "coimage" instead of "kernel".
If in addition A, P is abelian, then so is
* A, * P , and the functor * is exact.
Proof. By easy transfer, we see that * A, * P satisfies conditions (1) and (2), and 2.18 shows that it also satisfies conditions (3) and (4), so it is indeed an additive category. By 2.16.4, we know that * maps the zero object of A to the zero object of * A and the sum X ⊕ Y of two objects X, Y ∈ A to the sum of * X and * Y in * A -this shows that * is an additive functor and therefore completes the proof of 1.
To prove 2, we only have to formalize ϕ:
It is then clear (again by using 2.8.1) that
* ϕ is what we claim in 2. Now let us assume that A, P is abelian. First, in * A kernels and cokernels of arbitrary morphisms exist because of 2.18. To prove that coimage and image of every morphism in * A are canonically isomorphic, we first write down the corresponding statement in A:
To see that the transfer of this statement is exactly what we want in * A, we can apply 2 for "image" and "coimage". This proves that * A is indeed an abelian category.
Finally, * maps kernels to kernels because of 2.16.4 and epimorphisms to epimorphisms because of 2.7.6, so 4.3 shows that * in this case is exact.
From now on, when talking about an additive or abelianŜ-small category A, P , we will simply denote it by A and drop P from the notation. 
If F is additive, then
* F : * A → * B is also additive.
If A and B are abelian and if F is left exact (resp. right exact, resp. exact), then * F is also left exact (resp. right exact, resp. exact).
Proof. To prove 1, we have to show that * F maps the zero object to the zero object and direct sums to direct sums:
Now let us assume that A and B are abelian and that F is left exact. We have to show that * F then also is left exact, i.e. that * F maps kernels to kernels. But this follows, using 2.8.1 and 2. 
Proof. To prove 1, we can formalize ϕ as follows:
and then the claim follows by transfer and using 2. 4.7. Proposition. Let * :Ŝ → * S be an enlargement, let R be a ring whose underlying set is an element ofŜ, let T ∈Ŝ be a set of sets, and let (R-Mod) T be the full subcategory of the category of R-modules whose objects have underlying sets in T -this is obviously anŜ-small category in the sense of 2.2.
1. The ring structure on R induces a canonical internal ring structure on * R.
Let
M be an object of (R-Mod) T . Then the R-module structure on M induces a canonical internal * R-module structure on * M .
The enlargement of (R-Mod) T is (in the sense of 2.2) theŜ-small category of internal
* R-modules with underlying sets in * T and with internal, * R-linear maps as morphisms.
Proof. The ring structure of R is given by two maps R × R → R (addition and multiplication), subject to certain conditions. Likewise, the R-module structure on M is given by two maps M × M → M (addition) and R × M → M (scalar multiplication), again subject to certain conditions. It is clear by transfer that the enlargements of these maps define an internal ring structure on * R and an internal * R-module structure on * M , thus proving 1 and 2. From this by transfer, 3 follows easily, keeping in mind that the enlargement of the set of maps between two sets (with certain conditions) is the set of internal maps between the enlargements of the two sets (with the induced conditions) -compare A.10.10.
4.8. Remark. Proposition 4.7 has obvious analogues for subcategories of (S-Mod) T like the full subcategories of finitely generated or finite R-modules. In particular, for the case R = Z, we can apply this remark to the category Ab fin of finite abelian groups.
Enlargements and derived functors
5.1. Lemma. Let * :Ŝ → * S be an enlargement, let A be anŜ-small abelian category, and consider the formula
Proof. An object X of A is injective iff for every monomorphism f : A → B and every
Therefore we have
With this description, the lemma follows easily from 2.7.5 and 2.8. 
Then by transfer and because of 2.7.5 and 2.8.1, it follows that also * A has enough injectives. -The proof for projectives is analogous. 
If A has enough projectives and if F is right exact, then for all
i ≥ 0 the left derived functors L i F : A → B and L i ( * F ) : * A → * B exist,
and the following diagram of functors commutes:
Proof. We only give a proof for 1, the proof for 2 is analogous. It is well known that the right derived functors of a left exact functor exist if the source category has enough injectives. Now A has enough injectives by assumption, so the R i F exist, and * F is left exact by 4.5.2 and * A has enough injectives because of 5.2, so the R i ( * F ) also exist.
The left square commutes because of 2.12.2. To show that the right square commutes, look at the following statement inŜ:
What is the transfer of this statement? To answer this question, we first note that the transfer of
(To see this, we write the exactness in terms of equalities between kernels and cokernels etc. and then use 2.16.3.) From 5.1 we know that the transfer of the statement
= X is injective in * A , and combining these two results with 4.4.2 we get as the transfer of (5):
This proves that the right square also commutes.
Remark.
In most cases it is not a restriction to assume that an abelian category is small and has enough injectives, at least if one assumes the existence of arbitrary large inaccessible cardinals:
Let A be a Grothendieck category with a generator U ∈ A. For an object A in A, we define the cardinality of A by |A| := |{A ⊂ A}|. Let κ be an inaccessible (i.e. regular and limit) cardinal number with κ > |U | and κ > |Hom(U, U )| and let A <κ be the full subcategory of A of objects A ∈ A with |A| < κ. Further let S be a set with |S| > κ.
5.6. Lemma. 
The category
Enlargement of triangulated and derived categories
In this section we want to investigate what happens if we enlarge triangulated and derived categories. From now on, the proofs will be a little bit shorter, and we will not give all the details. Let T be an additive category with an automorphism Σ : T → T .
• A triangle in T is a triple (f, g, h) of morphisms in T of the form A
• The category T together with the automorphism Σ and a class of triangles ∆ is called a triangulated category if it fulfills certain axioms (compare for example [Wei94] ).
Now letŜ be a superstructure, (T , Σ, ∆) a triangulated category with TŜ-small, and * :Ŝ → * S be an enlargement. In particular this means that the set ∆ is alsoŜ-small. We get
Proof. Follows easily from the transfer principle.
We also get
Proposition. If F : T → T is a functor of triangulated categories then
* F : * T → * T
is also a functor of triangulated categories.
Proof. Follows again easily from the transfer principle. Now let us look at triangulated subcategories.
Definition. A triangulated subcategory D of a triangulated category T is called thick iff for all objects x, y ∈ Ob(T ), we have the implication
We have already seen that * is exact. The next statement reflects this on a triangulated level. 
Proposition. Let T be anŜ-small triangulated category and
is commutative.
Then the canonical functor T /ker(F ) → T is an isomorphism of triangulated categories.
By the transfer principle and 2.6 both properties are fulfilled for the functor * T → * (T /D) and so the proposition follows. Now we want to consider the derived category of an abelian category. The derived category can be obtained in three steps. So let A be an abelian category. First we look at the category Kom (A) of complexes in the abelian category. Then we identify morphisms of complexes which are homotopic and get the homotopy-category of complexes K(A). This is a triangulated category and there we divide out the thick subcategory of all complexes which are quasi-isomorphic to the zero complex to get the derived category D(A). Now we look step by step what happens under enlargements. For that let A be an S-small abelian category. Let Z be the category which has as objects Z and for each i ≤ j exactly one morphism from i to j. For a functor from Z to a category we denote by d i the image of the unique morphism from i to i + 1. The category Kom (A) of complexes in A is the category of functors from Z to A with the property that for all i ∈ Z the equality 
The functor res A : 
Proof. This can be proven in the same way as proposition 5.4. 6.11. Remark. It is easy to see that if A and B areŜ-small abelian categories, if A has enough projective objects, and if F : A → B is a right exact functor (of finite cohomological dimension), the obvious statements which are analogous to 6.9 and 6.10 hold.
Enlargements of fibred categories
For each ring in the superstructureŜ we have theŜ-small category of finitely generated modules over the ring. This gives us also for each standard ring (i.e. of the form * R for a ring R inŜ) an internal category of modules in * S. But we also want to have a category of modules for an internal but nonstandard ring. Furthermore we would like to have functorial properties with respect to morphisms between the rings. For this we show in this section that the notion of fibred categories behaves well under enlargements. How this solves the above problem we will see in example 7.10.
For the theory of fibred categories we refer to [SGA1, expos 6] and for additive, abelian, triangulated and derived fibrations to [SGA4III, expos 17]. First we recall the notations and definitions of fibred categories relevant for us.
7.1. Definition. 
Let p : F → E be a functor, and let S be an object in E. The category F S with
Ob(F S ) := {X ∈ F|p(X) = S} and Mor F S (X, Y ) := {f ∈ Mor F (X, Y )|p(f ) = id S } is called the fibre of F in S.
Let
But this means just that f is a cartesian morphism in * F. Now the theorem follows by applying the transfer principle.
If all fibres of a fibration have a certain formal property, then the fibres of the enlargement of the fibration have the same property. We don't want to work this out in detail but we just want to give one example. 
A. Superstructures and Enlargements
In this appendix we give a short introduction to enlargements and list (without proofs) some of their basic properties. Details can be found in [LR94] and [LW00] . For a set M , let P(M ) denote the power set of M , i.e. the set of all subsets of M .
A.1. Definition. (Superstructure)
Let S be an infinite set whose elements are no sets. Such a set we call a base set, and its elements we call base elements. We defineŜ, the superstructure over S, as follows:
where S 0 := S and ∀n ≥ 1 : S n := S n−1 ∪ P(S n−1 ).
A.2. Remark. Recall from [SGA4I, I.0] that a universe is a set U satisfying the following conditions:
Every superstructure satisfies axioms 1, 2 and 3 of a universe, but not 4: LetŜ be a superstructure.
1. Let y ∈ x ∈Ŝ. Because x is a set and the base elements are no sets, there exists a uniquely determined n ∈ N + such that x ∈ S n \ S n−1 , i.e. x ∈ P(S n−1 ). So x is a subset of S n−1 and y an element of S n−1 ⊆Ŝ.
Let x, y ∈Ŝ.
Then there is a n ∈ N 0 such that x, y ∈ S n , i.e. {x, y} ∈ P(S n ) ⊆ S n+1 ⊆Ŝ.
3. Let x ∈Ŝ be a set. Then as above, x ⊆ S n for a suitable n ∈ N 0 , and it follows P(x) ⊆ P(S n ) ⊆ S n+1 , i.e. P(x) ∈ S n+2 ⊆Ŝ.
4. To see that axiom 4 does no hold, let I be a countable infinite subset of S, choose a bijection ϕ : I → N 0 and put x i := S ϕ(i) ∈Ŝ. (Note that for all n, the set S n is an element of P(S n ) ⊆ S n+1 ⊆Ŝ.) Then i∈I x i =Ŝ, which is not an element ofŜ.
Note that even though superstructures fail to be universes, axiom A.2.4 holds under the additional assumption that all sets x i of the family are contained in a fixed set U ∈Ŝ, and in praxis all families considered will be of this sort. In addition to that, we have the following A.3. Proposition. Let U be a universe, and let C be an U -small category. Then there exists a base set S such that C is equivalent to anŜ-small category.
Proof. Let M ∈ U denote the set of morphisms of C. Choose a base set S whose cardinality is greater than that of M , and choose an injection M → S. Then the construction given after 2.1 obviously produces anŜ-small category that is isomorphic to C.
In the superstructureŜ to a base set S, we will find most of the mathematical objects of interest related to S: First of all, for sets M, N ∈Ŝ, the product set M × N is again an element ofŜ when we identify an ordered pair a, b for a ∈ M , b ∈ N with the set {a, {a, b}}, and for sets M 1 , . . . , M n ∈Ŝ, the product set M 1 × . . . × M n := (M 1 × . . . × M n−1 ) × M n is an element ofŜ. Therefore, relations between two sets M, N ∈Ŝ and in particular functions from M to N are again elements ofŜ.
For example, if S contains the set of real numbers R, thenŜ will contain the sets R n for n ∈ N + as well as functions between subsets of R n and R m , the set of continuous functions between such sets or the set of differentiable functions and so on. 
